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Overview
•
•
•
•
•

Over 500 MVDs completed the survey.
53% of the respondents are from the Greater Toronto Area, 26% from Southwestern Ontario
and the remaining 21% are dealers from Eastern Ontario, the Ottawa Region and Northern
Ontario.
26% of dealers polled run a franchised MVDs, while 74% run independent MVDs.
64% of dealers have worked in the motor vehicle business for more than 11 years.
The highlights below identify key findings from the Dealer survey, grouped thematically.

Impact of COVID-19 on Dealer Sales
•
•

MVDs are facing vehicle shortages. 78% indicate they are having difficulties obtaining vehicles
(new or used).
Sales have fallen significantly YoY. Over 30% of MVDs responded that sales had fallen over 50%
from January 1 to June 30 YoY.

Impact of COVID-19 on Dealership Employment
•
•
•
•
•

55% of MVDs indicate they have returned to regular hours.
20% of employees have refused to return to work.
For employees who refused to return to work, 52% stated they were afraid of getting infected,
while 36% said that and government programs made it lucrative not to work.
24% of MVDs indicate their business has been hurt by landlords who did not participate in the
rent subsidy.
49% of MVDs do not expect to employ the same of number of employees by the end of August
2020 as they did last year.

Changes to the way Dealerships Operate (PPE)
•
•
•

45% of MVDs report that showrooms appointments are required.
54% of MVDs report spending under $1000 on renovations related to implement COVID-19
protection measures.
Procurement of PPE is not an issue with 91% of MVDs reporting no difficulties.

Response to Government
•
•
•

The Provincial government supported the MVDs industry operations during the COVID-19
crisis. 60% of respondents indicate they did a Good to Excellent job.
The Federal government also supported the MVDs industry operations during the COVID-19
crisis. 60% of respondents indicate they did a Good to Excellent job.
When it came to government assistance, MVDs indicate their preference as follows: Business
Tax Credits (67%); Business Loans (49%) and Wage Subsidy program (45%).

Economic Outlook
•
•
•
•
•

MVDs are not optimistic about Ontario’s long-term economic outlook: 24% are confident or very
confident; 38% are neutral; 36% are not confident or not at all confident.
Their sales outlook is significantly lower than the same period in 2019. 72% of respondents
indicate their sales will be lower In the next six months.
The biggest driver of future motor vehicle sales in the next six months will be improved
consumer confidence in the economy (42%); low interest rates and availability of financing
(18%) and the supply of automobiles to sell (26%).
Going out of business is not an immediate threat: 74% of MVDs indicate they are not likely to
shut down due to economic circumstances in the next six months.
Confidence in the recovery of the MVDs industry in the next six months is not optimistic. 32% of
MVDs indicated the possibility of a recovery was low; 55% said the possibility was medium, and
only 13% said the possibility of recovery was high.

Q1: Where is your business located?
Answered: 499

Skipped: 3

Q2: Do you run a franchised dealership?
Answered: 496

Skipped: 6

Q3: What is the focus? Select all that apply.
Answered: 129

Skipped: 373

Q4: What is the focus of your independent dealership? Select all
that apply.
Answered: 360

Skipped: 142

Q5: How long has your company been in the motor vehicle
business?
Answered: 486

Skipped: 16

Q6: Does your dealership offer in-house financing?
Answered: 485

Skipped: 17

Q7: How much have your overall vehicle sales decreased, year over year (i.e. from
Jan. 1 to June 30, 2019, vs. Jan. 1 to June 30, 2020) as a result of COVID-19?

Answered: 472

Skipped: 30

Q8: Has your dealership returned to regular hours?
Answered: 469

Skipped: 33

Q9: Is your showroom by appointment only?
Answered: 462

Skipped: 40

Q10: Pre-COVID-19, how many people worked at your dealership
(including sales, service, back office)?
Answered: 465

Skipped: 37

Q11: If your dealership laid off employees (full and part-time),
what percentage have been rehired/recalled?
Answered: 364

Skipped: 138

Q12: Do you expect your dealership to employ the same number of
employees by the end of August 2020, as you did pre-COVID-19?
Answered: 437

Skipped: 65

Q13: What specific Federal Government emergency support programs has
your dealership applied for and/or received, if any? Select all that apply
Answered: 440

Skipped: 62

Q14: How would you rate the Federal Government's support of
motor vehicle dealer operations to date during this crisis?
Answered: 431

Skipped: 71

Q15: How would you rate the Provincial Government's support of
motor vehicle dealer operations to date during this crisis?
Answered: 429

Skipped: 73

Q16: What specific Provincial Government program would your
dealership advocate for?
Answered: 396

Skipped: 106

Q17: Is your dealership having difficulty procuring Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE)?
Answered: 438

Skipped: 64

Q18: Difficulties procuring PPE are a result of:
Answered: 36

Skipped: 466

Q19: How much has your dealership spent on renovations due to
COVID-19 public health and safety measures?
Answered: 429

Skipped: 73

Q20: Have any of your employees refused to return to work?
Answered: 440

Skipped: 62

Q21: Please indicate the reasons why employees have not
reported to work, if applicable.
Answered: 141

Skipped: 361

Q22: Has your business been negatively impacted by the rent subsidy—i.e.
your landlord did not participate and as a result, it has hurt your operation?
Answered: 415

Skipped: 87

Q23: Prior to COVID-19, did your dealership complete an entire
vehicle transaction online?
Answered: 429

Skipped: 73

Q24: During the COVID-19 closure mandated by the Ontario government,
did your dealership complete an entire vehicle transaction online?
Answered: 420

Skipped: 82

Q25: Since re-opening showrooms, have your online sales
increased?
Answered: 424

Skipped: 78

Q26: How confident are you about Ontario's economic outlook as
of right now?
Answered: 420

Skipped: 82

Q27: How confident are you in your own organizations' economic
outlook as of right now?
Answered: 422

Skipped: 80

Q28: Looking ahead 3 to 6 months what is your outlook for sales?
Answered: 418

Skipped: 84

Q29: How much lower is your outlook?
Answered: 303

Skipped: 199

Q30: Is your dealership experiencing difficulties obtaining
vehicles (new or used)?
Answered: 421

Skipped: 81

Q31: What types of input costs are currently causing difficulties
for your business? Select all that apply:
Answered: 368

Skipped: 134

Q32: What will be the biggest driver of future motor vehicle sales
in the next six months?
Answered: 409

Skipped: 93

Q33: What is your confidence level in the recovery of the motor
vehicle industry in the next six months?
Answered: 415

Skipped: 87

Q34: What is the likelihood that your dealership will shut down
due to economic circumstances in the next six months?
Answered: 410

Skipped: 92

Testimonials

• It is very hard to be a small car dealer. We have an auto repair facility to fall back on. Without that, we'd have
closed in June due to no sales. I have rotting inventory sitting around that people are offering ½
for because all they have is CERB and banks are refusing car loans to consumers.
It is a terrible time to be a car dealer. Our economy seems far worse from our perspective
than the media is making it out to be.

• Provide more help for small dealerships, access to low interest loans.

• Work-Sharing claims are specifically excluded from the CERB. a result, some claimants are no longer
receiving the CERB, nor are they receiving their Work-Sharing payments. OMVIC should be involved to
discuss this issue promptly with Service Canada

• Sales held in March - May. Exploded in June. Died in July & August. Waiting to see a revival in fall.

• One of the main factors right now is 75% or more of used vehicles sold in auctions and other places in
Ontario are all being purchased directly by US dealers. It is hard to purchase vehicles as the US dealers are
outbidding and purchasing most vehicles ahead of Canadian or Ontario Dealers and are affecting prices
dramatically

• We need tax reliefs and incentives from the governments to keep our businesses going and keep our show
rooms open . We need to keep our employees working

For More Information Please Contact:
John Carmichael, ICD.D
Chief Executive Officer, Registrar
Ontario Motor Vehicle Industry Council
416-226-6150
John.Carmichael@omvic.on.ca
Maureen A. Harquail, B.A., LL.B., M.P.A.
Chief Operating Officer, Deputy Registrar
Ontario Motor Vehicle Industry Council
416-512-3540
maureen.harquail@omvic.on.ca
Paul M. Yeung
Manager, Stakeholder & Industry Relations
Ontario Motor Vehicle Industry Council
416-294-6554
paul.yeung@omvic.on.ca
Conner Coles
Manager, Communications, Media Relations & Education
Ontario Motor Vehicle Industry Council
416-805-0379
conner.coles@omvic.on.ca
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Overview
Over 1800 salespeople completed the survey.
Geographical location of respondents are as follows: 54% from the Greater Toronto Area, 22% from
Southwestern Ontario, and 24% from Eastern Ontario, the Ottawa Region and Northern Ontario.
27% of salespeople polled sell used vehicles and leasing exclusively, while 63% sell both new and used
vehicles and provide leasing.
52% of salespeople have worked in the motor vehicle business for more than 11 years.
The highlights below identify key findings from the Salesperson survey, grouped thematically.

Impact of COVID-19 on Employment
•
•

As a result of COVID-19, 39% of salespeople experienced a reduction in hours, 20% had reduced
salary, 36% were temporarily laid off, and 6% were laid off permanently.
56% of salespeople indicated that over 75% of employees have been recalled by their
dealership, including sales staff.

Impact of COVID-19 and Salespersons Operations
•
•
•

According to the salespeople polled, 92% of MVDs are providing employees with PPE.
95% of salespeople revealed that customers had followed PPE guidelines when visiting MVDs.
94% of salespeople noted that measures have been taken to clean vehicles or facilities at their
MVDs in response to COVID-19.

Economic Outlook
•

•
•
•

Salespeople are confident in Ontario’s economic outlook. 39% of respondents answered they
are confident or very confident; 35% are neutral, and 26% are not confident or not at all
confident.
When asked about confidence in their MVDs, 51% of salespeople indicated that they were very
confident or confident in their MVDs economic outlook right now, while 16% answered that
they are not confident or not at all confident.
Reflecting on the biggest driver of new vehicle sales in the next six months, 37% of salespeople
consumer confidence would be the best driver for the economy, 31% said low interest rates and
availability of financing, and 16% said that the biggest driver would be manufacturing incentives.
The biggest driver for used vehicle sales in the next 6 months will be improved consumer
confidence according to 36% of salespeople; 38% said low interest rates and the availability of
financing.

•

The threat of unemployment is high. 42% of respondents indicate they are worried about being
laid off in the next six months, while 58% indicated they are not.

Response to Government
•

•

87% of salespeople polled said that both the Provincial and Federal government have done a fair
to excellent job in supporting motor vehicle operations during the COVID-19 crisis.
82% of salespeople responded that they are not using a Federal government support program.

Q1: Where is your dealership located?
Answered: 1,819

Skipped: 7

Q2: What do you primarily sell?
Answered: 1,786

Skipped: 40

Q3: How long have you been employed in the motor vehicle
business?
Answered: 1,777

Skipped: 49

Q4: Approximately what percentage of employees have been
recalled at your dealership (including service staff)?
Answered: 1,745

Skipped: 81

Q5: How has COVID-19 impacted your employment at your
dealership as of today? Select all that apply:
Answered: 1,719

Skipped: 106

Q6: How has COVID-19 impacted your employment at your
dealership as of today? Select all that apply:
Answered: 1,720

Skipped: 106

Q7: Are you currently using a Federal Government support
program?
Answered: 1,698

Skipped: 128

Q8: What program(s) are you using?
Answered: 304

Skipped: 1,522

Q9: How would you rate the response from the Federal Government in
supporting motor vehicle dealer operations during this crisis?
Answered: 1,676

Skipped: 150

Q10: How would you rate the response from the Provincial Government
in supporting motor vehicle dealer operations during this crisis?
Answered: 1,653

Skipped: 173

Q11: Has your dealership made any physical renovations because
of COVID-19 (i.e. creation of protective barriers)?
Answered: 1,665

Skipped: 161

Q12: Have physical distancing requirements and/or new protocols for
cleaning vehicles or facilities been implemented at your dealership?
Answered: 1,651

Skipped: 175

Q13: Has your dealership provided Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE) for employees and customers?
Answered: 1,650

Skipped: 176

Q14: Have customers generally followed PPE guidelines when
coming into the dealership?
Answered: 1,640

Skipped: 186

Q15: How confident are you about Ontario's economic outlook as
of right now?
Answered: 1,641

Skipped: 185

Q16: How confident are you in your dealership's economic
outlook as of right now?
Answered: 1,621

Skipped: 171

Q17: In your opinion, what will be the biggest driver of NEW motor
vehicle sales in the next six months?
Answered: 1,617

Skipped: 209

Q18: What will be the biggest driver of USED motor vehicle sales
in the next six months?
Answered: 1,617

Skipped: 209

Q19: What is your confidence level in the recovery of the motor
vehicle industry in the next six months?
Answered: 1,616

Skipped: 210

Q20: Are you worried about being laid off in the next six months?
Answered: 1,616

Skipped: 210

Testimonials

• I’ve made the most money of my life this year and took a few weeks off before starting this new role in
January. Not all dealerships are hurting though I understand many are. Some business models are much
better equipped to do well through this mess. I am a hybrid sales and F&I and also we are one of the lowest
priced dealers in Canada so people are always coming to us for deals from across the country.

• The industry has not adjusted to the new way of living and customers need to be aware the old way of
shopping and looking at cars no longer makes sense. Going out and exposing yourself and others at multiple
dealerships does not make sense to the safety of customers or salespeople.

• People don’t realize how scary it is to have 90% of your income come from commission.

• Appointment for sales has made it for better closing ratio and customer experience . The car industry needs
to promote appointments for a more professional experience . Walk ins requires more pressure to close
and ultimately far less desirable customer experience.

• For our dealership one of the obstacles is low inventory. We continued to sell while the plants were
down, creating an inventory void.

• No inventory, factory-to-dealership is taking way to long and supply chains for manufacturing
product appear broken. We can not sell from an empty shelf

• I suggest for more affordable interest rates to be introduced for used vehicles as well, most of our
customers find it difficult to afford a car with higher interest rates.

For More Information Please Contact:
John Carmichael, ICD.D
Chief Executive Officer, Registrar
Ontario Motor Vehicle Industry Council
416-226-6150
John.Carmichael@omvic.on.ca
Maureen A. Harquail, B.A., LL.B., M.P.A.
Chief Operating Officer, Deputy Registrar
Ontario Motor Vehicle Industry Council
416-512-3540
maureen.harquail@omvic.on.ca
Paul M. Yeung
Manager, Stakeholder & Industry Relations
Ontario Motor Vehicle Industry Council
416-294-6554
paul.yeung@omvic.on.ca
Conner Coles
Manager, Communications, Media Relations & Education
Ontario Motor Vehicle Industry Council
416-805-0379
conner.coles@omvic.on.ca
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Overview

To better illustrate the challenges facing Ontario’s motor vehicle sales industry, OMVIC asked the
Automobile Protection Association to conduct a survey of consumers who purchased vehicles since the
start of the COVID-19 pandemic.
The survey looked at the consumer comfort level while shopping, the use of PPE, and the impact COVID19 had on taking test drives.
The following identifies key findings from the Consumer survey, grouped thematically.

Shopping Behaviour
•
•
•

•
•

Among used car shoppers, 38% did not take a test drive. Among new vehicle shoppers, 46% did
not take a test drive. A salesperson was present in the vehicle for only 16% of test drives.
19% wanted more safety precautions at MVDs (including use of masks, more social distancing,
solo test drives).
13% wanted an improved buying process. Many noted they hurried their shopping for personal
safety concerns. Some urged better communication before the in-person visit, others wanted
“on-time” appointments. Other respondents offered feedback, including a desire for remote
paperwork signatures and greater information during vehicle delivery.
21% did not visit any website or visited only one website during the shopping process.
About half the respondents visited only one MVDs to complete the transaction.

Health and Safety Responses
•

Survey results show franchised MVDs were different than independent MVDs on PPE and COVID-19
precautions:
Apparent Changes to MVDs

Franchised

Independent

No noticeable changes

6%

31%

Plexiglass installed above counters

65%

44%

Segregated waiting areas, or separated seating

50%

25%

Signage on vehicles related to cleaning or safety precautions

34%

13%

Signage posted at the entrance or visible in the showroom

70%

38%

Sales appointment required

56%

38%

Other (please specify)

12%

25%

A consumer-focused survey for OMVIC in the time of COVID-19

Automobile Protection Association
2 Carlton Street, Suite 1319
Toronto ON, M5B 1J3

Erik Vindedzis
George Iny
John Raymond

September 2020

A consumer-focused survey for OMVIC in the time of COVID-19
Executive Summary
Objectives
The survey sought information on changes to Ontario car buyer behavior and car buyers'
perceptions of the retail sales environment resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic.
Highlights
1. Reported usage of PPE increased steadily to 100% in August, as noted by respondents.
This dovetails with government regulations that took effect in July.
2. The majority of respondents were comfortable shopping at dealerships with COVID-19
public health measures in place, with a median “comfort” rating of 8/10. Franchised
dealers were rated higher on this measure than independents.
3. The survey identified a lot of variability in shopping behavior. Over half the respondents
reported visiting just one dealership in person or no dealer before taking delivery.
Conversely, 20 % of shoppers visited three or more dealerships. Oversight of vehicle
retailing needs to consider the very different situations these behaviors represent.
4. Perhaps surprisingly, 38% of used car buyers reported that they did not test drive the
vehicle they purchased. Old guidance about due diligence and prudent behavior when
shopping for a used vehicle may need to be updated for an environment where buyers do
not actually try the vehicle.
5. Approximately a third of respondents made suggestions for dealerships related to
COVID-19, including: more safety precautions such as more diligent wearing of masks,
more social distancing, solo test drives. Other suggestions focused on improving the
buying process in light of COVID-19 public health restrictions. These included better
communication before the in-person visit, keep appointments on time, paperwork could
have been signed remotely rather than at a desk, wanting more information during vehicle
delivery.

Methodology
The APA surveyed members of the general public who had shopped or taken delivery of a new
or used vehicle at a car dealership in the period from March 18, 2020 to August 30, 2020. The
sample was drawn from consumers who contacted the APA and expressed their intention to
purchase a vehicle imminently, as well as outreach to car buyers on social media by APA's
partners in the consumer and auto media.

Sample
A total of 295 Ontario residents who visited a car dealership responded to the survey. Among
those, 81% had shopped for a new vehicle at a franchised dealership. A further 24% had shopped
for a used vehicle at a franchised dealership. Just 7% of respondents shopped for a used vehicle
from an independent (used car) dealer. (The total exceeds 100% as it includes shoppers who
visited both franchised and independent dealers.)
Number of dealers visited
This question saw a significant range of responses. The average number of in-person visits made
by all respondents was 1.7 dealerships. Eight percent of respondents completed their purchase
without visiting a dealership. Almost half the respondents shopped at just one dealership. About
23% of respondents visited two dealerships, and approximately 20% of shoppers three or more
dealerships.
Comfort level
Respondents were asked to score their comfort level with their personal health and safety while
shopping on a scale from 1-10. The median answer was 10/10 for shopping before the arrival of
COVID-19. After the arrival of COVID-19, the median score dropped to 8/10. The drop postCOVID was modest for franchised dealers, showing a relatively high level of comfort among
people who actually shopped for a vehicle onsite, and also perhaps some element of post-facto
rationalization of the decision to enter a retail establishment. Independents scored somewhat
lower, but the sample size of 22 dealers is too small to be reliable for this question.
Test drives
Among used car shoppers, fully 38% did not take a test drive. Among new vehicle shoppers it
was 46%. A salesperson was present in the vehicle for only 16% of test drives.
What would you change?
If you were to purchase another vehicle in the next 30 days, what would you like the dealer to
change?
49% of respondents did not suggest changes (this was a write-in question)
19% wanted more safety precautions (including use of masks, more social distancing, solo test
drives)
13% Better buying process during COVID-19: (hurried their shopping because of concerns about
personal safety, better communication before the in-person visit, keep appointments on time,
paperwork could have been signed remotely rather than at a desk, wanted more information
during vehicle delivery).
18% various suggestions not related to COVID-19: (honour the sales agreement, better
discounts, runaround from dealer, mats charged for weren’t ordered etc.) The 18% of comments
not related to COVID-19 captured consumer concerns with vehicle retailing that pre-exist
COVID-19.

A consumer-focused survey for OMVIC in the time of COVID-19
Detailed Survey Findings
Q 1) Methodology
The APA survey was included in the information sent twice to 17,200 subscribers to the
association's newsletter, to members of the public who contacted the APA for car information,
and also shared on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and other social media platforms with the help
of media partners. In all, 386 responses were received, with 316 coming from Ontario residents.
Only the responses from Ontario residents are included in the report to OMVIC.
Responses from APA members were compared to those from non-members and varied very
little. They were grouped together for the purposes of this survey.
Twenty-one respondents who had not yet left their homes to visit a dealership, and had not taken
delivery of a vehicle remotely were excluded from the results.
This is a convenience sample.
Q 2) Age demographic
The skew towards older shoppers is consistent with the APA's demographic. Nearly 80% of
shoppers are age 50 or older.

Q 3) Where did you shop?
Three quarters of the respondents in the APA's convenience sample purchased a new vehicle at a
franchised dealership. Twenty-two percent purchased a used vehicle at a franchised dealership.
Just 7% or 22 respondents purchased their vehicles from an independent (used car) dealer. When
responses for franchised vs independent dealers diverge in the questions that follow, the APA
separated the two groups. Because the sample of independent dealers is so small, responses that
differed widely between independent and franchised dealers are considered indications of a
different trend at the independents rather than absolute numbers.

Q 4) Month of delivery
Overall, 43% of survey respondents had done some shopping but had not yet taken delivery.
Among respondents who have taken delivery, 49 (16%) had done so in March, April and May. A
full 132 (42%) took delivery in June, July and August. This result was expected, as auto retailing
activity in Ontario was curtailed dramatically in the first three months, with dealership retail
operations shut down by government order from late-March through early-May.

5) Was personal protective equipment (PPE) made available to you at the dealership?
For a more accurate picture of what happened on the ground, the APA segmented the answers to
this question:
PPE made available at Franchised dealers compared to Independent Dealers

Survey responses varied very significantly by dealer type. Survey respondents reported that 60%
of new car dealers made PPE available to shoppers of new and used vehicles at their locations. In
the small sample of 28 independent dealers, just seven (25%) were reported to have made PPE
available.
Based on its own dealer visits, the APA believes the numbers reported for both franchised and
independent dealers are likely low, because consumers are not trained observers and may have
missed some PPE measures implemented by dealers or did not consider PPE “available” if they
used their own instead. The APA visited several dealerships identified by some survey
respondents as having no PPE and observed very clearly that PPE and some level of related
COVID signage were available at every location.
For the month of August, there was a small bump in respondents reporting No PPE made
available, but ZERO responses of No PPE being used. There is perhaps a possibility that a small
number of dealerships had not replenished supplies provided earlier, but the result is not robust
enough to make that claim with any certainty. The result for August likely indicates that more
people who are bringing their own PPE answered that none was made available, or perhaps that
they had become habituated to PPE when walking into new retail environments and so were no
longer remembering it as clearly.

Q 6) Did you use any of the PPE provided or use your own PPE during the shopping
process? Please check all that apply.
A face mask or covering (75%) and hand sanitizer (68%) were the most likely PPE used during
the shopping process.

Thirty-seven, or approximately 12% of respondents answered "Other". The APA reviewed the
individual answers and reassigned them to the correct choice when entry mistakes were obvious.
Twelve respondents mentioned social distancing that appeared to exceed two metres, or
shopping online exclusively as forms of PPE.
Q 7) Did you notice any changes in the showroom or other areas of the
dealership?
94% of respondents reported significant changes at the premises of franchised dealerships. For
independent dealers the number was 82%. For both franchised and independent dealers, the
most common change reported was signage posted at the entrance or visible in the showroom
relating to safety precautions to avoid transmission of the virus (68%). Other major changes
noted were plexiglass installed above counters (63%), sales appointment required (56%), and
segregated waiting areas/separated seating (49%).
There were significant differences between observed changes inside the franchised and
independent dealers. The franchised dealers had a higher rate of reported changes on every
measure. Segregated waiting areas at 49% were double the rate for the independents, and signage
on vehicles was over twice the rate (34% vs 13%). Franchised dealers were reported more likely
to require sales appointments than independents (56% vs 38%).

Apparent Changes to Dealership

Franchised

Independent

No noticeable changes

6%

31%

Plexiglass installed above counters

65%

44%

Segregated waiting areas, or separated seating

50%

25%

Signage on vehicles related to cleaning or safety precautions

34%

13%

Signage posted at the entrance or visible in the showroom
relating to safety precautions to avoid infection

70%

38%

Sales appointment required

56%

38%

Other (please specify)

12%

25%

Independent Dealers

Almost a third (31%) of the small sample of 5/16 respondents who shopped at independent
dealers reported no changes inside. All five responses reporting no noticeable changes are
reproduced below. APA thinks they may correlate poorly with actual observations. For example,
respondents 2 and 5 reported “No noticeable changes” but also stated they did not enter the
premises:
1. Took delivery in April, reported a very isolated/solo buying experience
2. Took delivery in May, did not enter the dealership
3. Bought in July, no test drive, reported a poor buying experience
4. Also bought in July, no test drive, also indicates poor experience dealer should “not try to steal
$9k”
5. Did not enter showroom

Franchised Dealers

Q 8) Test drive
Perhaps surprisingly, the breakdown of answers for new vehicle purchases (239) and used
vehicle purchases (85) were not widely different. Fully 38% (27) of used car buyers did not take
a test drive before purchasing from either an independent or franchised dealer. Nearly half (46%)
of the new vehicle buyers did not take a test drive. Among new car buyers, industry surveys prior
to COVID-19 indicated that the proportion of customers taking test drives has been dropping.
New Vehicle Shoppers

Used Vehicle Shoppers

Q 9) Vehicle delivery
The majority of respondents (88 respondents or 62%) reported no difference at delivery.

Q 10) Among the 68 respondents who did report a difference, the breakdown is as
follows (This was an open-ended question):
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

26 Not enough time, not enough information provided (rushed)
11 Off-site delivery or delivery at purchaser’s home
9 Sanitization
7 Distancing
4 Vehicle delayed until later or 2021
1 Purchased online, picked up vehicle in person
1 Purchased used online and delivered to home (Clutch.ca customer)

Sample comments follow:
● No detailed in car review of features. Just got the keys and drove off the lot. Dealership
sent links to videos reviewing features.
● Sanitization. demonstration of features done with the salesperson standing outside giving
instruction, documents signed electronically, contract finalization and financing arranged
with business manager via Zoom conference.
● Salesman did not offer to go through the car features with me. Told me to contact them or
come back when COVID became safer; to do so if I had any questions.
● No walkaround. Was emailed links to videos highlighting vehicle features.
● No time spent going over vehicle features. Masks used, no physical contact made.
Rushed.

● Car was delivered on a truck to my house and the old one (on lease) was driven away,
although different brands.

Q 11) Number of online automaker and dealer visits during the shopping process
Almost a third of respondents did not visit any website or visited only one website (21%). This is
a low number that may reflect some characteristics of the APA's convenience sample. The car
buyers surveyed may be people who generally have more confidence in third-party reviews like
the APA's or those of other sources like Auto Trader or Edmunds, rather than automaker and
dealer sites. Used car buyers are likely to spend their time online at sites like Kijiji Auto, Auto
Trader, or Ontariocars.ca which were not captured by this question.
At the other end of the range, about a third of respondents visited four or more automaker and
dealer websites.

Number of websites visited segmented by age of shopper
(Perhaps surprisingly, the 50-64 year olds reported visiting more websites than the younger
group of 30-49 year olds.)

New Vehicle

Used Vehicle

Q 12) Number of onsite visits during the shopping process
The responses were similar for 187 new vehicle buyers and the smaller sample of 68 used
vehicle buyers. The number of buyers who did not visit a dealership was similar at around 8%
for both the new and used car purchases. One in twelve shoppers appears to have transacted or
plans to transact without visiting a dealership. OMVIC's guidance and safeguards already
consider the needs of this group, who may become a permanent feature of the marketplace after
COVID-19.
About half the respondents visited only one dealership to complete the transaction.
About one in five respondents (47 or 20%) visited three dealerships or more. Perhaps
surprisingly given their increased vulnerability to COVID-19, shoppers aged 65+ were more
likely to have visited two dealerships or more (50%) than the 50-64 year old age group (40%)
and 30-49 age group (37%).

New Vehicles

Used Vehicles

Q 13) Comfort level with personal health and safety of the shopping experience
during COVID-19
This question framed around the word "comfortable" is a measure of perception, or feeling
expressed by the survey respondents. The APA asked a broad, open question in order to have the
least influence on responses.

The most commonly awarded score for personal health and safety during COVID was 8/10, and
that turned out to be the median score as well. The average scores of 7.7/10 for franchised
dealers and 6.6/10 for the independents were significantly lower. APA believes the median score

is more representative here. Here is a selection of low scores that impacted the average, and the
respondents’ comments to provide some insight as to why they awarded them.
● Awarded a 3/10 but nonetheless visited 3 dealerships before deciding not to go ahead
with their purchase. Reported financial uncertainty which may have impacted "comfort."
● Scored a 0/10 “We purchased our car at the beginning of the pandemic before measures
were put in place by this dealership to mitigate COVID-19 transmission. I insisted on
dealing over the phone and purchased the car over the phone except for the final signing
of documentation. We spent less than an hour at the car dealership at my insistence. This
was on March 17, just as the pandemic was setting in.”
● Scored 1/10 for their recent purchase vs 10 pre-COVID "They did the best they could but
I still didn't feel safe."
● Awarded a 2/10 and reported that the dealership had taken no measures for PPE. APA
has actually visited the store and confirms that PPE was very much present.
● Awarded a 3/10 and reported a lack of safety measures, and suggested that shoppers
should "Ask about their safety measures up front." The APA visited the location and
observed signage, and wash stations at the front door, café, and service area.
Q 14) Comfort level with personal health and safety during the shopping
experience before COVID-19
The average score was only 8.9/10 prior to COVID-19, but the median number of 10/10 is likely
more indicative of the perception of public health and safety before COVID-19. The median
comfort score dropped to 8/10 during COVID-19.
“Comfortable” appears to have been interpreted more broadly by some respondents to include
concerns related to the integrity of auto retailing practices that predate COVID-19. The drop in
“Comfort” from an average of 8.9/10 before COVID-19 to 7.5/10 for shopping during COVID19 was relatively modest, showing a relatively high level of comfort among actual car buyers,
and also perhaps some level of rationalization of the decision to purchase a vehicle after the fact.
The small sample of 22 independents scored equally high before COVID-19 but averaged a
lower 6.6/10 after COVID-19.

APA removed 5 low-scoring responses that clearly indicated the respondent understood
something different from the question, as well as the 5 highest scoring responses to maintain
neutrality in the sample selection. Here are the 5 low scoring responses that were not counted
toward the totals:
1: Respondent who rated current Comfort as 2, and Comfort with car buying experience preCOVID-19 as 0, with no additional comments provided.
2: Respondent who rated both current and previous Comfort level as 0, with no additional
comments provided.
3: Respondent who rated current Comfort level as 10, and previous comfort as 0.
4: Respondent who rated both current and previous Comfort level as 3, took delivery in July, and
noted a poor dealer experience “Just handed keys.” What would you do differently? “Go to
another dealer”
5: Tesla buyer who transacted online and awarded a 0 before COVID. Expressed his frustration
with dealer price representations.
These responses point to trust issue that appear to have influenced the scores.

Q 15) Impact of COVID-19 on vehicle chosen
A large majority of shoppers found the vehicle they were looking for despite concerns expressed
by dealers consulted by the APA relating to a tight supply for used vehicles and lost production
of new vehicles that impacted availability and selection as the 2020 model year came to a close.
Just 14 respondents (7%) reported that the vehicle they originally wanted was not available.

Financial concerns counted for a relatively small component of responses, which may represent
the profile of survey respondents who are generally older people with generally solid personal
finances.

New Vehicles

Here are some other issues written in by respondents that impacted their choice of vehicle
● Due to the economic downturn I was able to get a vehicle at a low financing rate.
● The dealerships were closed at one point so I was unable to test drive anything and the
dealership changed, which as an essential worker created a conflict timewise.
● Age and condition of current vehicle
● The price was much better, so I was able to purchase a vehicle that was much higher class
than I was going to purchase.

● Incentives were very good to get the model I wanted and I was able to get a deal that I
think was probably due to COVID.
● If I cannot test drive alone in this pandemic, I don't buy a car.
● Will wait for a newer model.

Used Vehicles

Other issues written in by respondents that impacted the choice of vehicle
● Some would not let me test drive or purchase without going inside
● Forced me to really narrow down what I actually looked at

Q 16) What would you do differently?
This was an entirely open question, with a fill-in-the blank area for responses. Responses broke
down as follows:

● 90 responses (57%) "I wouldn't do anything differently,"
● 16 responses (10%) would do more social distancing or bring/use more PPE
● 13 responses (8%) would do more ahead of their purchase. Common responses included
more research online, including expanding their search to other vehicles, and asking more
questions by phone or email
Here is a selection of written responses:
● use more PPE or do more online, expect further precautions at dealership if attending in
person
● Not be so concerned about in-dealer visit
● Wear a mask and distance more; but probably avoid the whole process and drive what I
have
● Deal more directly with a manager and not purchase remotely
● Would’ve found out more pros ‘n cons of the stealer ship I mean dealership
● Insist the sales agent spend more time orienting me to the vehicle
● The vehicle was delivered to me and the driver had numerous documents to sign. Some
of these documents left several questions that I would have liked answered, but the driver
wasn't really capable of answering. However, I used my best judgement to complete the
process and signed everything that was required.
Q17) What should the dealer do differently?
This was an entirely open question, with a fill-in-the blank area for responses. Responses broke
down as follows:
● 77 responses (49%) had no suggestions.
● 30 responses (19%) would want the dealer to provide PPE/use it more effectively or
implement better social distancing
● 21 responses (13%) want the dealer to offer a better buying experience (common
responses included providing more information upfront or before entering the dealership,
offering a better price given the circumstances).
Here is a selection of written comments
● Nothing - they did the best they could but i still wasn’t comfortable/feeling safe
● Make everyone wear a mask indoors and out. Cover both nose and chin at the same time.
Don’t get close to me - Suck it up buttercup. Let me do the paperwork online or outside. I
am NOT going inside - period.
● I think the dealers I visited really did their best under the circumstances

● Mask, distance, and vehicle cleaning... maybe even a "fresh" pen
● Dealers are having the same inconveniences that we all have. In that regard they are very
empathetic so far. I think they are doing a great job trying to sell vehicles in these
difficult times
● I had to ask some dealers to wear a mask. Didn't like that. Other things don't relate to
COVID - listen carefully to the question being asked, so you address the need being
presented. Take responsibility for errors you make and fix them. Don't tell us what rating
to give you and that nothing less than a 10 will do. Try saying something like "it's very
important to me that I get rated as a 10; if there is any reason you feel you cannot give me
that rating, please let me know what I can do to fix it."
● Consider people's financial situation during this pandemic and realize that money is
tighter than usual and not to force products and services onto them (that they don't need)
so that the dealership can boost sales and bonuses can be given out to sales staff. Show
some compassion to your fellow "human" at a time like this. That little or extra discount
or add-ons you give them now can come back in the form of referrals down the road.
Also realize that many people who normally take transit are now buying/leasing cars
because of the threat of being on a crowded bus or subway and contracting Covid-19

